
What arts activity will you be taking
part in? Describe what you will be
doing.

Describe up to three things you would
like to try or get better at:

1.

2.

3.

Name:

Stick any photos in here!
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1.

2.

3.

What have you learnt from your arts activity? Have you developed any
skills or knowledge? List up to three things you have learnt:

What did you enjoy most about
your arts activity?

Was there anything about your
arts activity you didn’t enjoy?

What other arts activities would
you like to try next?
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Explore an arts event as a visitor. This could be visiting
an exhibition at a museum or gallery. Going to a gig or
concert, or seeing a play or performance at a theatre. 
 
 What happened at the arts event? What art forms
were involved?

What did you like about it, and why? Was there anything you didn’t like
about it, and why?
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Arts Event 1/2

Stick any photos, add any

stickers, flyers and leaflets from

the event here! add an extra page

if you need to.

What interested you about going?



Would you recommend this event to
others? Why/Why not?

How will you share your review with
other people?

What arts event would you like to
attend next?
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What did you learn from this arts event?



Why did you choose them?

Why do they inspire you?

Who did you choose?
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Arts Inspiration 1/2
Who inspired you in the arts? Pick an artist, musician or actor who you admire.
Use the sheets provided to help you research them and create a poster to share
what you have found out.

Born? When and where?

Occupation?



a) their career path/life and work in the arts?

b) their art work and arts practice?

Tell us more about your opinion. What do you think about:
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How did you research their arts practice, career, life and
work?

Any other ways?

using a
laptop

using a
phone

speaking to
people

visiting museums,
galleries or
exhibitions

watching tvbooks,
magazines or
newspapers

Finally, after all of your research is complete, create a poster to share
all the information your have discovered. Make it colourful and
eye catching to help teach others about your chosen person!



Why have you chosen this activity?

Who are you going to share your arts skills with? What will you need
to think about to ensure it happens successfully?

Describe your arts skills share activity
that you are going to do:

What do you want the people taking part to know/understand by the
end of your arts skills share?
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Arts Skills Share 1/3 Now we want you to share your talents

with others. Pick an artistic skill you
would like to share with others. 
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Arts Skills Share 2/3

How do you think it went?

Stick any photos of your Art Skill Share

here! add an extra page if you need to.

1.

2.

3.

List up to three things you
would do differently next time:

List up to three things that
went well:

1.

2.

3.
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What did you enjoy most about
the activity and what did they do
well?

What do you think could be
improved for next time?

What Art Skill Share did you
learn today?

Do you have any other comments
or feedback?

Arts Skills Share 3/3
Use the questions below to gather feedback from the person or people
who shared your art skills with.


